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ABSTRACT
As commander of the Northern Army Group, General Ferdinand Foch
was responsible for the major French contribution to the Battle of the
Somme. Using lesser known archival sources this article illuminates the
tensions both between the allies and within the French army, looking at
the planning, the prosecution of the battle and the aftermath. Although
frustrated by having to fight on a battlefield he considered to be
unfavourable, the lack of what he considered sufficient resources and the
general slowness of operations, Foch learned much about alliance
warfare and worked hard to build a relationship with Haig that benefited
him as Generalissimo in 1918.
In Anglophone countries especially, the name of Ferdinand Foch is rarely associated
with the 1916 Battle of the Somme, usually considered to be a British affair. Even in
France, 1916 is remembered for Verdun in eastern France rather than for the
Somme in Picardy in northern France. The fighting at Verdun began on 21 February
1916 and continued for ten months as a solely Franco-German battle. Yet Foch, the
general who was appointed to supreme Allied command in March 1918, had an
important role to play during the 1916 Somme fighting. This article analyses that role
and reveals not only the difficulties of fighting a coalition war but also the strains
within the French high command and government.
These two overarching themes – tension between allies, and tension within the
French Army – are illustrated very clearly in General Foch’s handling of the fighting
on the Somme. The huge historiography of the battle pays him little attention
(excluding, of course, studies of Foch himself).1 This is because the strategic decisions
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about the place and the timing were taken by the French commander-in-chief,
General Joseph Joffre, and his British counterparts, Field Marshal Sir John French,
succeeded by General Sir Douglas Haig. Then the story of the prosecution of the
battle became predominantly British. The arguments over the origins of, and reasons
for, the battle are not treated here; they have received considerable attention
elsewhere.2 Furthermore, the role of the German commander, General Erich von
Falkenhayn, his intentions in launching the offensive at Verdun that imposed farreaching changes on the French command, and his replacement at the end of August
1916 by Hindenburg and Ludendorff, are not discussed in detail.3
Rather, the focus is on the role of Foch, and is based on little used archival sources.
These include Foch’s own notebooks with their scribbled musings and annotations,
so very different from Haig’s daily diary entries; Foch’s letters to his wife and her
own informative diary record; the diary record of the British Fourth Army
commander, General Sir Henry Rawlinson, and of Foch’s British liaison officer,
Colonel Eric Dillon; and finally the wealth of documentation in the annexes volumes
of the French official history. For the three volumes dealing with 1916, there are an
additional ten volumes of documents (7516 in all). The relevant records of the two
French armies, their corps, divisions and regiments are often to be found among
these annexes. They are rarely abbreviated; even marginalia on the original
documents are reproduced.4
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After a brief analysis of Foch’s position relevant to the French Army and to the
British authorities, his role in the planning of an operation in which he had little faith
is examined. This sheds light not only on his thinking about tactical developments,
but also on Haig’s thinking. Next, his actions during the course of the battle are
discussed, concentrating on the lesser known battles during the last three months of
the campaign, rather than the usual emphasis on the fighting on 1 July or on the tanks
in September, because it is the later battles which illustrate a greater degree of
Franco-British cooperation. With the exception of William Philpott’s study of the
Somme campaign, most accounts adopt a national perspective and ignore the
international aspects of a battle in which British, French and German armies fought
for almost five months. 5 In short, this article exploits rarely used sources to
illuminate the international battle of the Somme in its centenary year from the
perspective of a level of command, that of the French army group, which receives
little attention in the literature. It is at this level of command that the difficulties of
fighting a coalition war are revealed most acutely.
Command of the French Northern Army Group
At the beginning of 1916 the Northern Army Group consisted of two of France’s
armies, the Sixth and the Tenth, and the Dunkirk garrison. The army group was a
new level of command, created provisionally in October 1914 when the fighting in
France had moved northwards to Ypres, and then confirmed in June the following
year. It had proved too difficult to manage the nine French armies, holding a line
across the whole of France from the North Sea to Switzerland, solely from Joffre’s
Chantilly headquarters (Grand Quartier Général, or GQG). Three army groups
shared the task of high command, their commanders having ‘full authority to settle
and Tenth armies (especially volumes 1040-52, 1060 and 1666-67, respectively); 22N
and 24N for their constituent corps and divisions respectively.
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the zones of action of their armies, to share out the front between them, to create
their own reserves of men and mobile heavy artillery, and to conduct the operations
that they propose themselves or are ordered by the commander-in-chief’.6
Appointed to command the Northern Army Group from its inception, Foch had the
additional task of acting as Joffre’s ‘adjoint’ or deputy and also of coordinating French
action with that of the Belgian and British armies. Foch’s successful coordination of
the tangled fighting around Ypres in October 1914 had impressed Haig and King
Albert of the Belgians.7 Joffre and Foch worked closely together at this time, with
frequent meetings and communications between them. In 1915 Foch had the
responsibility for the fighting in Artois, carrying out the northern portion of Joffre’s
double-pronged offensive strategy to drive the Germans out of the salient that they
occupied. So Foch was an experienced general, well qualified to coordinate the 1916
campaign on the Somme.
The value of the army group level of command, with its principal purpose as
coordination, is best illustrated by comparing the case of the German armies in 1914
at the Battle of Marne. The three army commanders on the German right flank –
First Army under Alexander von Kluck, Second under Karl von Bülow, Third under
Max von Hausen – acted independently of each other, having no means of rapid
communication. Furthermore, Chief of the General Staff (de facto commander-inchief) Helmuth von Moltke was many miles away. The arguments over whether his
envoy, Lieutenant Colonel Richard Hentsch, exceeded his authority in ordering a
retreat has continued over the years since 1914. The necessity for an army group
commander on the German right flank is patent. Indeed, by 1916 Moltke’s
replacement von Falkenhayn had realised this and made a group of his armies on the
Somme.
In theory, therefore, Foch should have coordinated the entire planning and
prosecution of the Somme battle yet his role was limited by two important factors.
First, his position as army group commander was a hindrance because it had no
equivalent in the British Army. The Somme sector had been chosen in order to
widen the front of attack: the French and British lines met there, and the original
proposed front, running from Hébuterne in the north to Lassigny in the south,
extended for about 75 kilometres. However, the British Expeditionary Force (BEF)
was no longer what it had been in 1914 and 1915. The professional British army had
been almost wiped out at Ypres and the British contributions to the 1915 fighting
had been small. Foch had found it difficult to cope with Sir John French, although his
6
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friendship with General Henry Wilson, chief liaison officer between GQG and GHQ,
eased the problem. In 1916 Foch had to interact instead with General Sir Douglas
Haig as the new C-in-C of a much bigger BEF. The arrival in France of Kitchener’s
new volunteer recruits meant that the BEF consisted in 1916 of four (later five)
armies, in effect the equivalent (more or less) of a French army group. As C-in-C
Haig preferred to deal with Joffre, the French C-in-C. The two army commanders
involved, General Sir Henry Rawlinson (Fourth Army) and General Emile Fayolle
(French Sixth Army), communicated with each other at the same level of command,
and had liaison officers attached to each other’s headquarters to deal with the
difficulties of language. This left Foch in a sort of limbo with no direct British
counterpart and he had to work hard at creating an effective working partnership.
The second factor affecting Foch’s role in the Somme battle was his own thinking and
his relationship with Joffre. He did not consider the Somme to be the right sector for
an operation of any magnitude; he did not believe that he had the material means to
carry it out successfully; his strategic thinking was beginning to diverge from that of
his C-in-C whom he believed was becoming increasingly tired. Foch’s experience of
the 1915 offensives had convinced him that the key to success lay in guns, lots of
them, and especially lots of heavy artillery. His notebooks leave no room for doubt
about what came to be known as the ‘scientific method’. In order to carry out a
successful attack, he argued, each army corps should have 100 heavy guns – that is to
say 3000 guns for the 30 corps. This required that the output from French factories
be about 125 per month whereas it was lower than 100. If the French were to be
ready in 1917, this situation must improve immediately and certainly for 1916 will not
give any results.8 So, in 1916, Foch had a complicated and difficult role to play.
Planning
The broad outlines of the 1916 campaign had been settled in conference at French
GQG the previous year. Then Joffre had insisted that French losses had already been
so high that the Allies had to shoulder more of the burden of expelling the enemy
from France. To this end, the BEF must play a larger role, and all the Allies must
undertake coordinated action on all fronts so as to prevent the Germans from
moving troops along their interior lines to meet emergencies on one front or
another. Foch was not present at this conference; nor was he present in February
1916 at the meeting between Joffre and Haig when they reached agreement that the
British and French contribution to Allied coordinated action was to be a joint attack
around 1 July on a 65-70km wide front in Picardy, where the two armies joined. For
this operation Joffre would allocate to Foch three armies (39 infantry divisions, plus
three territorials).
8
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Already, before the end of 1915, Joffre had asked his three army group commanders
to indicate what operations they might undertake in the 1916 campaign. Clearly Foch
believed in the need for some declared strategic purpose beforehand because he
wrote in the margin of Joffre’s letter: ‘Offensive en vue de?’. 9 Foch’s response
indicated that the most useful operation was the completion by his Tenth Army of
the capture of Vimy Ridge. In 1915 Tenth Army had mounted two large offensives
against the ridge, in May/June and again in September. Some progress had been made,
and French troops now clung to its western side, but that progress had been bought
at enormous cost in men. The purpose of the repeated assaults had been to gain
good observation over the German communications around Douai. The Germans
recognised that occupation of the crest of the ridge was crucial; this is proved by
their tenacious defence, again at great cost. Although an attack on the Vimy Ridge
meant hitting again at the same points that had been attacked in 1915, there was no
other sector of the Northern Army Group’s front that offered the same
possibilities.10
Joffre was not convinced, and maintained the Somme region as the sector and 1 July
as the approximate date, with the Russian and Italian offensives to begin slightly
beforehand. Foch was obliged to begin preparations for action on the Somme,
despite the start of the German offensive at Verdun on 21 February just a week after
Joffre and Haig’s agreement. On 20 April Foch sent out a long document containing
his ‘general directives’ for Joffre’s operation.11 The depth of the enemy defensive
positions, Foch emphasised, required a sustained offensive, conducted methodically
and supported by the artillery. Only the artillery could destroy the enemy positions
and the infantry should attack only once these had been destroyed. A longer artillery
preparation was required for the first defensive position, because this was the
strongest, but once this was captured there should be a rapid shift to the next and
any successive positions. Action should be on a wide front and the creation of small
local salients should be avoided. The methodical nature of the preparation is seen
clearly in the listing of the tasks for each calibre of artillery (counter-battery work,
for example, was the province of the corps artillery) and in the insistence that firing
must be controlled. Likewise, the infantry action was to be directed closely. Simply
committing troops pêle-mêle created disorder and made it impossible to coordinate
their action. Speed was of the essence after the position had been taken and
consolidated and the artillery should be moved up for the attack on the second and
subsequent positions even before the capture of the previous one was complete.
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These directives reveal a huge problem, one that would not be solved in 1916.
Methodical artillery preparation was essential, however long a time was required for
the purpose, but so too was speed in moving the artillery forward to deal with
second and subsequent enemy defensive lines. Yet the more methodical and lengthy,
hence successful, the preparation on the first position, the more the ground was
churned up, and so the slower the re-positioning of the guns. More method in the
first meant less speed in later phases.
Of course, this problem had already been overtaken by an even greater one.
Although at Verdun the Germans had achieved some startling captures in the
opening days, Foch had been confident that the offensive would lose momentum and,
indeed, the enemy made little further headway in March and April. However, as
pressure began building there again in May, the resources available to Foch for the
Somme dwindled. Instead of 39 infantry divisions plus three territorials, supported by
1700 heavy guns, on 26 April he was promised 30 divisions supported by only 312
heavies. On 28 May the number of divisions fell once more, to 20 (plus two
territorial and one cavalry) supported by 136 heavies. Thus Foch now had about half
the original number of infantry and, much more importantly, only about a twelfth of
the heavy artillery.
From this, he drew the obvious conclusion: there was little point mounting the
operation. He made this very clear at a meeting on 31 May with Joffre and Haig and
the French politicians – the premier, the war minister and the President of the
Republic, Raymond Poincaré. At this meeting Haig described Foch as looking
‘untrustworthy and a schemer’, adding that he ‘came in for a reprimand’ because he
had ‘spoken to politicians against taking the offensive this year’. 12 According to
Poincaré’s account, Foch had to be pressed to give his opinion although his staff were
free with their views that there should be no offensive. The war minister managed to
get Foch to admit that an offensive might be useful, necessary even. Nevertheless it
should not be an offensive aiming at breakthrough, but rather at simply easing the
pressure on Verdun. A serious offensive, Foch declared, should only be undertaken
in 1917 when they had more resources. Thus did Foch stand by his ‘scientific
method’ in the face of the war minister, his commander-in-chief and the President of
the Republic. Poincaré recognised that Foch was at odds with his commander-in-chief
who hankered after ‘strategic results’.13
12
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Two important consequences followed from this meeting. First, Foch’s dislike of the
proposed operation was now patent to the French government and would be factor
in his removal from command at the end of the year. Second, Haig seems to have
taken renewed confidence from the meeting and expanded his strategic objectives.
He even mentioned reaching the Rhine, requesting that troops be brought back from
Salonika to achieve this. He expanded Rawlinson’s initial plans to include Bapaume as
an objective and converted his reserve force of infantry and cavalry into a Reserve
Army under General Hubert Gough. This force was given the task of exploiting the
advance northwards towards Arras and rolling up the enemy’s lines ‘in flank and
reverse’.14
So British and French planning continued, but had diverged.15 Foch calculated the
length of front that he could attack with the reduced numbers of guns now at his
disposal and concluded that 15 kilometres—not the original 40—was as much as he
could handle. Haig, on the other hand, was obliging Rawlinson to aim further and
wider without reference to the number of available guns. On 6 June Joffre released
Haig from his original support role. Instead of the French forcing a passage across the
Somme upriver from Péronne, supported by British troops on the northern bank,
the operation became one of French support for British action.
Foch’s dislike of the operation became irrelevant, therefore, and now he put all his
energies into practical details. No meetings between Foch and Haig have been
recorded in June following the 31 May conference, the result perhaps of Haig’s
known dislike of receiving orders from the army group commander. Foch had made
a particular effort to make friends soon after Haig succeeded Sir John French, inviting
an unwilling Haig to dine at his headquarters.16 Haig may have been suspicious of the
Wilson–Foch friendship throughout 1915, considering Wilson to be an intriguer.
Because Wilson had left GHQ on 22 December 1915 to take over a corps
14
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command, Foch had lost his ready access to British thinking at GHQ, but Colonel
Eric Dillon was appointed to act as Haig’s liaison officer at Foch’s Northern Army
Group HQ, taking up his duties on 17 May. He spoke frequently with Foch’s trusted
chief of staff, Maxime Weygand, and so got a good insight into Foch’s thinking. He
described Foch as a ‘good old thing’, and recorded him as being ‘in roaring spirits’ on
25 June.17
Foch had also made an effort to get to know Rawlinson. In February Rawlinson found
Foch ‘most amenable and amusing’, and during March they had lunched in each
other’s messes. Foch told his wife that Rawlinson was a great friend of Wilson’s
whom he was cultivating.18 He and Rawlinson met several times during June,19 as
French units began arriving (some of them from Verdun) to man the three corps of
Fayolle’s Sixth Army. This was now the only army in Foch’s Northern Army Group
to begin the campaign, all the Tenth Army units having gone to Verdun, leaving
behind only a headquarters staff. Next to the British and north of the Somme, XX
Corps was in line by 3 June; the two corps south of the river were in place a week
before the battle began. Foch was involved, therefore, in such practical details as
settling boundary lines, dates and timings. In addition he paid particular attention to
improving road communications and the aeronautical service.20
On 20 June Foch issued his final tactical notes, incorporating the lessons from the
Verdun fighting.21 Verdun had shown that dense attacking formations were to be
avoided, replaced by a strict minimum of troops in first line, with the remainder

17
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ready to reinforce and to manœuvre as required.22 Foch’s calculation of the length of
front to be attacked on the basis of the number of available guns rather than on the
numbers of attacking infantry has already been noted. At General Rawlinson's HQ
they were calculating the length of front to be attacked with reference to the
number of available divisions (using the formula: 8–9 men of an attacking division per
yard) and planning to send dense formations to storm the enemy trenches.23
Foch’s new instructions were distributed down to battalion level.24 They emphasised
the role of the artillery, whereas:
the infantry’s role is limited to taking and occupying the ground
which the artillery has destroyed effectively and completely, and to
holding on to it. Furthermore the capture must be only be carried
out after prudent reconnaissance, so as to avoid any surprise fire
when the artillery destruction has not been effective and under the
constant protection of the guns.
Therefore, the ‘notion of an assault breaking all resistance and sweeping it away with
great force must be abandoned’, because successive waves of units lead to chaos,
excessive losses and powerlessness. The role of the commanding officer was to
deploy units in depth and on a wide front, and to maintain an ordered and
continuous line of attack, with no wild rushing about. Each commander in the field
should be in the midst of his troops so as to be informed of events as quickly and as
completely as possible, with divisional commanders placing themselves so as to be in
contact with their brigade commanders. The instruction concluded:
Battle at present is a long-lasting struggle. So as to achieve a
decisive result, the infantry must be conserved at all costs.

22
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Therefore it is of prime importance to use the infantry with strict
economy, only to ask of it an effort of which it is capable, and to
direct it methodically and closely.
Foch’s final intervention in the planning process came when Joffre found out that
Haig did not intend to move eastwards along the Bapaume–Cambrai road, the
proposed ‘axis of progression’, towards the enemy communications hub around
Cambrai-Valenciennes-Maubeuge. Instead, after capturing Bapaume, Haig intended to
push Gough’s Reserve Army northwards towards Arras. The letter informing Joffre
of this is dated 26 June, that is to say a day after the start of the artillery preparation,
although the change of strategic direction to the north had been ordered earlier, on
16 June. Such is hardly the best way to conduct a joint battle! Foch asked Dillon to
explain what Haig intended. Foch pointed out the dangers in Haig’s plan of fighting on
a narrow front with unconquered German positions on the flank, and suggested an
alternative method of advancing on a wide front, with the French to take over more
of the line north of the river when there was enough room to do so. Dillon took
these criticisms ‘in an unsigned paper from Foch’ to Haig, who did not respond. Haig
refused to have anything to do with it, telling Dillon that Foch ‘was a wily old devil’.25
Prosecution
Despite having been obliged by his C-in-C to plan for a battle in which he had little
faith, Foch acted energetically once it began. As army group commander, Foch’s tasks
were to coordinate the timing of the attacks of the British and French armies, to
bring in the second of the French armies (Tenth Army under General Alfred
Micheler) once units and artillery had returned from Verdun and to control the
heavy artillery. For this last task, he had placed an officer in his own army group
headquarters, so that he could keep as much control as possible over the most
important element in his offensive. Much of the necessary coordination amounted to
‘administering ginger’, to use Dillon’s phrase.26
The results of the first two days’ fighting in the French southern sector of the
battlefield were most encouraging. Fayolle’s Sixth Army had three corps in action,
XX Corps north of the river and 1 Colonial Corps and XXXV Corps on the south
side. Next to the British, XX Corps took all its objectives, carrying the German front
line with very few casualties. South of the river, the 1 Colonial Corps did even
better, capturing ground beyond the enemy’s first line. As is well known, the only
25
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British success came in the sector next to the French, doubtless helped by the
French artillery barrages, whereas further north uncut wire and German machine
guns made progress impossible. The French were forced to mark time until the
British caught up.
Joffre intervened on 3 July, when he learned that Haig intended to abandon the
northern and concentrate on the southern part of the British front, next to the
French. This decision negated the principle of attacking across a wide front. Joffre
was furious and had a row with Haig, thumping the table hard enough to break it and
stating ‘you will attack’.27 Wilson visited Foch two days later and learned that Foch
was ‘very pleased with his own advance and displeased with ours’, judging that Haig
had not yet understood the cause of the failure, namely ‘not nearly sufficient
concentration of fire before an infantry attack’. Foch recounted how an ‘infuriated’
Joffre ‘simply went for Haig and … was quite “brutal”. Haig said he was not speaking
as one gentleman to another, and old Joffre said he would have no further dealings
with Haig over this matter and that Haig must work it out with Foch’.28 Thus Foch
took over Joffre’s role, in addition to his frequent visits to Rawlinson (every 3–4 days
throughout July), acting, he told his wife, as the ‘pot of glue’, something he had been
doing for two years, to hold the alliance together.29 Dillon persuaded Haig to invite
Foch to lunch following the row, so as to keep on friendly terms.30
In addition to giving Foch the primary French role in the continuation of the Somme
battle and the opportunity to forge a closer relationship with Haig, the Joffre–Haig
row had a further consequence. The significant successes south of the river gave rise
to the idea of exploiting southwards and leaving the British to muddle along by
themselves.31 Foch has been blamed for being too slow to seize the opportunity to
build on the gains in the south, principally by those commanders who felt deprived of
the opportunity.32 Foch did order Fayolle to establish a front on the Amiens-Péronne
road so as to be ready to set off to the south, but several days elapsed before this
was achieved. Fayolle had responded correctly that this was a whole new operation
27
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that would require a new artillery preparation. Hence the legend grew up that a
great opportunity had been lost. However, this is to ignore that Foch never lost sight
of his primary purpose to support the British; that there was no strategic value to be
gained from the area with its many waterways; and finally that the purpose of
establishing a position along the Amiens-Péronne road was to cover the entry into
line of the Tenth Army. It was GQG and Joffre who wanted to press on south of the
Somme, partly in reaction to the failure to get Haig to maintain a wide front north of
the river.
So the French could only mark time in their narrow northern sector as the British
next to them gradually completed the capture of the German second line with the
‘success by night’ of 14 July. The frustration was compounded over the following
weeks as Foch tried to arrange another ‘concerted action similar to 1 July’ with
‘British and French troops each moving in their own sector but in close liaison’
against a known first enemy position and then a second.33 But throughout the rest of
July, the whole of August and well into September there was a significant absence of
‘concerted’ action with the weather adding to the difficulties. A series of disjointed,
frequently delayed, and ineffectual local offensives characterised both British and
French operations during this period. Foch was reduced to constant urging and to
acting as Joffre’s messenger.
It was only in September that the effort to conduct a truly allied offensive, including
joint Franco-British action, came to fruition. Joffre had already consulted with Foch
over a letter that was sent to Haig on 11 August. In it Joffre urged simultaneous
attacks on the 22nd so as to reach a suitable jumping-off line for another ‘big push’ as
on 1 July, stretching from the Ancre to the Somme. He wanted a return to the
original purpose, namely a joint wide-front offensive, as soon as possible. This
renewal of the wide-front offensive was to begin on 1 September.34
At the same time, Joffre had been engaged in negotiating the agreement with
Romania to enter the war on the Entente side. The initial success of Russia’s Brusilov
offensive persuaded the Romanians that the Entente offer of a piece of Austria–
Hungary was more achievable than the offer from the Central Powers. A convention
was drawn up in Paris on 23 July between France, Romania and Russia and, after
some haggling over Russian material support and French-supplied munitions, the
Romanian prime minister signed it on 17 August. A timetable was agreed for Allied
action to cover the Romanian Army’s entry into the war (Romania declared war on
Austria–Hungary on 27 August, whereupon Germany, Bulgaria and Turkey declared
war also). Because the convention had specified the ten-day interval between
33
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Romania’s signature and its declaration of war, the date for the renewed AngloFrench action on the Somme could not be altered.
In addition to support for Romania, Russia was demanding action in France. Brusilov’s
offensive that had begun in June had run out of steam, and the addition of Romania to
the Entente was an added military burden. All supplies of materiel and men had to
come from or transit through Russia. Because Brusilov’s offensive had eased the
pressure on Verdun before the start of the Somme fighting, the justice of Russian
requests for action in the west was acknowledged. Faced with this double pressure in
the east, Joffre attempted several times to get Haig not to delay the next ‘big push’,
but Haig was waiting for his new weapon, the tanks, to arrive and refused to be
hurried.
France’s commitments to Romania and Russia, for which Haig refused to advance his
own operation, meant that what had been intended as another joint, simultaneous
and wide-front offensive became disjointed. The French contribution was bigger than
it had been on 1 July, because Tenth Army had now joined the Sixth, having been
brought back up to strength during August and gradually extending its front. By
September it consisted of six army corps and was commanded by General Alfred
Micheler.35 Although munitions were limited, Tenth Army was well supplied with
guns: 708 heavy guns (amounting to one gun for every 29 metres of front); 64 extra
heavies (one gun per 328 metres); 636 (159 batteries) standard field artillery, the
75mm gun, being one battery for every 132 metres; plus mortars and other trench
artillery.36 Abominable weather made it impossible to launch attacks on the Somme
at exactly the same time as Romania began its offensive. Tenth Army south of the
Somme attacked a few days late on 4 and 5 September, making small but significant
gains. Because of the huge additional expenditure of shells at Verdun, Tenth Army
lacked sufficient munitions to exploit these gains. Foch was frustrated by criticisms
made against Micheler for expending too many shells, when Micheler’s Army could
have had an even greater success if it had been better supplied. Next, Sixth Army
attacked north of the river on 12 and 13 September and had a bigger success,
capturing Bouchavesnes on the Péronne–Bapaume road. Two days later, 15
September, the British captured Flers and Courcelette, although the 32 tanks that
managed to cross the starting-line had not contributed a great deal to that success. In
the original plan Fayolle’s Sixth Army was to have attacked in conjunction with
Rawlinson’s Fourth, but the necessity for the French attack to be made as early as
possible prevented this. Sixth Army was too exhausted by the capture of
Bouchavesnes to offer much support for the British right flank in the latter’s
35
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operation two days later. So Joffre’s renewed ‘big push’ for 1 September became
three staggered operations: Tenth Army a week after Romania; Sixth Army a week
later; British Fourth Army two days later still. Nonetheless, each army had made
gains.
Although Joffre’s return to direct contact with Haig after the conclusion of the
Romanian negotiations left Foch with the sole task of bringing Tenth Army into the
offensive, September’s events brought Foch further benefit. First, despite his reaching
retirement age for generals in October on his sixty-fifth birthday, this was not to
become effective and he was to retain his rank and position. Second, he was able to
profit from the tank experiment. He noted that during an artillery battle the new
weapon could help the infantry to get beyond an enemy’s first captured position;
tanks could take a lightly held enemy position in a surprise attack, but, because the
tank’s enemy was artillery fire, it would be especially important to develop powerful
counter-battery procedures.37 Finally, he was able to ingratiate himself further with
Haig.
When Lloyd George visited the front in September as Secretary of State for War, he
went to Verdun (where he made an emotional speech in the citadel to the ‘sentries
on these impregnable walls’, praising their ‘victorious resistance’), thence to Foch’s
HQ where he compared the British (unfavourably) with the French – so few
prisoners, so little ground, such heavy losses. Immediately, Foch recounted Lloyd
George’s comments to Henry Wilson: ‘L.G. [sic] said he gave Haig all the guns and
ammunition and men he could use, and nothing happened’. After telling Wilson what
had transpired, Foch then went to see Haig in person (17 September) and told him
confidentially the same thing. This was more than the military trade union closing
ranks against the politicians. Foch took advantage of the opportunity to get on better
terms with Haig.38
Much more important was the reaction on ‘the other side of the hill’ to September’s
events. Romania’s defection to the Entente had proved the final element in the
campaign to unseat the German C-in-C, General Falkenhayn. His failure to achieve
anything other than enormous losses for the German Fifth Army at Verdun had
already eroded support. The Kaiser gave way and replaced him with the pair who
had done so well as commanders in the east: Field Marshal Paul von Hindenburg and
General Erich Ludendorff. On 8 September in Cambrai they met Crown Prince
Rupprecht of Bavaria and the German Crown Prince, Wilhelm, together with their
chiefs of staff. The forces of the former had faced the onslaught on the Somme and
the latter had failed before Verdun. The Germans were obviously shaken severely
37
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and suffering from manpower shortages. Rupprecht reported that his two armies
were stretched by the addition of an active front south of the Somme, while at the
same time munitions supply was increasingly difficult because of bombing attacks on
stations by British and French airmen. His infantry was out-numbered two to one,
and they faced one-and-a-half times as much enemy artillery.39 Although they did not
visit the Somme front, Ludendorff made changes immediately on learning of events
there. First, offensive action at Verdun was halted; second, the tactic of immediate
counter-attacks to recapture lost ground was abandoned, because it was too costly
in manpower; third, the defence was to be made more ‘elastic’. This elasticity meant
that front lines were no longer crowded with troops, but were replaced by outposts,
usually machineguns in shell craters, with a deep defensive zone behind. Ludendorff
sanctioned the production of a new instruction on defensive warfare based on these
principles.40 It was published in December but was already being applied by troops
who had learned from experience. These changed tactics made it much more difficult
for the British and French on the Somme to repeat the successes of the first half of
September.
Nevertheless, success had been a boost to morale and the advent of Romania meant
that the Entente Allies, including Italy, were making their biggest joint effort of the
war. Even at Verdun, the planning had begun for the operation against Fort
Douaumont that succeeded (on 24 October) in recapturing the fort, lost so
spectacularly only a few days after the start of the German offensive. Foch began,
therefore, to press for a continuation on the Somme of the operations that, at last,
were beginning to pay dividends. Indeed, in the opinion of Robin Prior and Trevor
Wilson, the British operations in the second half of September, despite their
limitations, ‘were the most successful carried out on the Somme’.41
As happened so frequently, the weather intervened to prevent an immediate
exploitation of the gains of 15 and 16 September, and so a short delay ensued. Foch
did not waste any time. His visit to Haig on the 17th about Lloyd George was not
39
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only intended to improve mutual relations, but Foch wanted to ensure that Haig
would continue the battle. There was little risk that the British C-in-C would want to
call a halt and Haig ordered Rawlinson the same day to prepare a further attack, with
Gough of Reserve Army to do likewise. Also the same day, Foch informed Joffre that
Haig was in an ‘excellent state of mind’, and ready to undertake a joint Franco-British
‘general offensive from the Ancre [conducted by Reserve Army in the north] to the
Somme’ in four days’ time. Foch asked for an extra French infantry corps to be made
available for this operation. 42 In the event, the renewed offensive began on 25
September and, for the first time in the Somme campaign, the French and British
managed a common start time. William Philpott writes that it was ‘their most
powerful combined attack since 1 July’.43
With British Fourth Army’s capture of Morval and Les Boeufs on the first day, 25
September, combined with Sixth Army’s earlier capture of Bouchavesnes on the
Bapaume–Péronne road, the small town of Combles was now encircled from the
northwest by the British and southeast by the French. Combles sits in a small valley,
surrounded by hills and connected by roads to all the villages around and to the
Bapaume–Péronne road as well. Because of these relatively good communications, it
had become a well-defended German strongpoint with the cellars of the houses
converted into Stollen (shelters), and storage for a great stockpile of munitions. Foch
saw the potential for a joint operation to pinch out the town, instead of a bloody
frontal assault, and so he intervened in Fayolle’s orders to his Sixth Army. Fayolle had
ordered two separate actions: the left of his army was to advance northwards up the
Bapaume–Péronne road towards Rancourt and St Pierre Vaast wood, and the righthand units were to move eastwards towards the line of the Tortille river and the
unfinished canal du Nord. At 10am on the 26th, however, Foch sent a personal
instruction to Fayolle to limit the action on the right. The situation on the British
front had so developed that it was imperative to push northwards along the
Combles-Morval road in order to maintain contact with the British, and even further
north along the Bapaume–Péronne road so as to reach Sailly-Saillisel, thereby
establishing and east–west line from Morval (in British hands), across the road to
Bapaume, as far as Haplincourt, even further north.
In this way, on 26 September, a degree of Franco-British cooperation that had not
been seen hitherto produced a truly joint action. In order to cut off and capture as
many enemy as possible, the 73e Régiment d'infanterie (73 RI) entered Combles from
the south and the British 56 Division from the north after completing the
encirclement. Although, following the new doctrine of not defending every square
inch, the Germans had already ordered the evacuation of Combles, the Allies took
42
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over 3000 prisoners and huge stocks of shells, grenades, and medical supplies. It had
been an extraordinarily speedy operation and it was not the only successful action on
26 September. The British took Gueudecourt, the next German strongpoint north of
Morval/Les Boeufs; Reserve Army began its operation against Thiepval and
completed its capture on the 27th; the French took Rancourt and Frégicourt, reaching
the northwest corner of St Pierre Vaast wood.
After three whole months, the Battle of the Somme seemed to be making progress.
Rupprecht reported to OHL (German headquarters) that attacks against his army
group were likely, both on the north bank of the Ancre and against Péronne. He was
suffering great shortages in officers and trained soldiers. Indeed, September proved
to be the costliest month for the German First and Second armies on the Somme:
135,000 casualties. Among this number were higher than usual numbers of men
taken prisoner, an indication of lowered morale amongst German troops.44
As the rain began to fall in October the Franco-British battle had reached the original
German third line. However, in order to protect Bapaume, the Germans had begun
to construct another defensive line through Le Transloy and two more in front of
Bapaume. The village of Le Transloy lay on the Bapaume–Péronne road, only five or
so kilometres from Bapaume itself, and the new German position ran northwestwards from the village along a slight ridge. The October operations, for the
British against the ridge and for the French up the road from Rancourt to SaillySaillisel and then to Le Transloy, did not meet with the same success as in
September. The lesson about the efficacy of wide-front and joint (simultaneous)
operations seemed not to have penetrated, although the volume of rain that fell
during October – it rained on 21 of the 31 days – was a great impediment to
progress.
Le Transloy and the ridge line were attacked repeatedly during October. The action
on the 18th illustrates the contrast with the earlier joint capture of Combles. Joint
attacks made on 7 and 12 October, the British against the ridge and the French
against Sailly-Saillisel, had achieved little. The next attack on the 18th was remarkable
for the huge gap in the start times. The British division on the right, next to the
French IX Corps, was 4 Division (XIV Corps); the French unit had arrived only on 6
October. The British and French commanders had agreed that the 4 Division’s 11
Brigade was to ‘keep in touch with’ the French unit alongside, linking the French and
British troops by ‘a series of posts strongly held’. The advance of 11 Brigade was to
44
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‘conform’ to the French movements ‘in order to protect its left flank’. The Brigade
order continued with the seemingly contradictory statement that zero hour for 18
[French] and 4 Divisions ‘will not coincide’.45 It seems that the brigade commander
was left to his own devices to reconcile the differing start times with the instructions
to maintain contact and protect the French flank. Since it was pitch black and pouring
with rain when the British set off at 3.40am,46 it is not surprising that by the time that
the French 18 Division too began to move at 11.45 (eight hours later) the British
cover of its left flank was of little use. The battalion on the left of the French line ‘was
unable to leave its jumping-off trenches, being caught in machine-gun fire’.47 South of
the river Tenth Army was to attack as well on the same day, but was left free to
choose the hour – yet another example of uncoordinated start times.48
The lack of progress prompted Joffre to write again to Haig. Although acknowledging
what had been achieved, Joffre pointed out that once again the principle of widefront operations was being breached. Public opinion would not understand how the
British could ‘slow down and stop’, when they were so well supplied with artillery
and munitions, and when the enemy was in disarray.49 This caused outrage at GHQ,
and Haig replied that he alone was the judge of what could be achieved and when. At
a lunch Haig reinforced the message: the British Army could never be placed under
Joffre’s orders. If Foch had had a hand in writing the letter, as Dillon claims, the tactic
had backfired.50
The final joint action of the campaign on 5 November was a disaster, with a minor
British revolt by the XIV Corps commander causing the cancellation of British
infantry support of yet another French attempt to take Le Transloy. Rawlinson had
found ‘things on the flank next to the French most “irritating”’, and accepted the XIV
Corps view that it would be nothing but a sacrifice of men to attack the ridge in
support of the French. Foch managed to persuade Haig that the British attack should
take place but, in the end, Haig changed his mind and ordered only counter-battery
fire against the enemy guns ‘as if we were about to attack’. Unsurprisingly Rawlinson
had found Foch ‘rather stuffy’, when they all met on the 4th to arrange the matter.
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The French attacked the next day, but with ‘mediocre’ results.51 Despite this failure
of joint action, separate successes were recorded in the final days of the campaign: in
the north, by Fifth Army at Beaumont Hamel and, in the south, by French Tenth
Army’s capture of the two villages of Pressoir and Ablaincourt. Then mud put an end
to the Battle of the Somme. ‘Of all the muds that were, for the poilu, one of the most
cruel sufferings of the war, that of the Somme occupies the first place in his
memories. Heavy, sticky mud, which you don’t risk disappearing into as in the
Woëvre [east of the Meuse, south of Verdun], but which you cannot get out of.’52
A frustrating year
In conclusion, then, it had proved a frustrating year for Foch; the tensions between
allies and within the French Army had not been resolved. First, Joffre had overridden
Foch’s preferred sector for the 1916 campaign and imposed the Somme. Next,
because of his ‘scientific’ calculations, Foch knew that he did not have the necessary
guns and munitions to achieve a great success; he would have preferred to hold and
wait for French industry to produce what was required. Then, Verdun reduced even
the limited means at his disposal and imposed a secondary role for the French on the
Somme. Foch could only try to be patient as the British edged their way forward to
the original second German defensive position throughout July. The weather had
proved a further frustration as a very wet summer in Picardy turned the
battleground into a muddy quagmire, so that by October men were wading forward
to attack with mud up to their thighs.
In his notebooks Foch expressed this frustration very clearly. Slowness was a
constant theme. No successful action had been followed up swiftly so as to take
advantage of a momentary superiority. This permitted the enemy to improve or
construct more defences, thereby negating the progress made. Partly this was caused
by the methods employed, heavy shelling making the movement of guns so difficult;
partly also, the need to agree dates and times with an allied, not subordinate, army
caused extra delays.
Foch’s notebooks reveal his thinking about this problem and how to fight a modern
industrial war in coalition. The planning for the Somme reveals a commander taking
account of his limited means and drawing up a plan in accord with those limitations.
Afterwards he amended his ‘scientific method’ to take account of the Somme
lessons. He believed that rapid-firing and mobile heavy artillery was the answer, along
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with tanks. The German tactic of placing machineguns in shell holes had to be
overcome by ‘armoured infantry’. ‘Thinking of combating machine guns with artillery
is to take a cudgel to hit a fly.’53 In addition, at the Northern Army Group HQ Foch’s
artillery chief was preparing a 105-page document that would distil the artillery
experience of the battle.54
Now his thinking was diverging from that of his C-in-C. On several occasions Foch
complained that Joffre was too tired, lacked energy and authority.55 Foch’s political
agitation over the provision of heavy artillery – as already noted, in his view the
essential element for success – was doubtless a factor. In his view, the establishment
of a programme for heavy artillery, submitted by GQG only in May 1916, ought to
have been pushed much more vigorously by Joffre. In Joffre’s defence it must be said
that he was under considerable pressure in 1916: Pétain’s constant calls for
reinforcements; the Balkan front at Salonika; negotiations with Romania; unremitting
criticism from French politicians demanding the right to inspect and meeting in secret
sessions to air grievances about the state of Verdun’s defences.56
A further frustration had been the necessity to deal with a prickly British C-in-C,
who first resented having to deal with someone lower in the hierarchy than Joffre,
and then came to resent having to deal with the French at all. The reports to GQG
from the French military mission at GHQ emphasise Haig’s increasing desire for
independence from French influence. This frustrating experience was not without
some benefit for Foch. He had worked with Haig in 1914 in front of Ypres, and
during 1916 he made a real effort to handle Haig in an effective manner, revealing (he
told his wife) depths of patience that he did not know he possessed.57 Furthermore,
Foch’s experience of both Haig and the Somme battlefield proved an advantage in
August 1918, when the second Allied attack on enemy forces was delivered in the
Amiens–Montdidier offensive. This time Foch had the authority to insist that
53
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Rawlinson act in concert with the French First Army, and to insist that Haig both
launch the offensive on the date proposed and continue it by extending operations
laterally.58
At the end of the battle, there were mixed feelings. Gradually the BEF took over
Sixth Army’s front down as far as the river Somme, amid a lot of ill-tempered
disagreements over dates (yet again) and the state of the trenches. Foch believed that
it would be dangerous to leave the only offensive area, that is to say the northern
bank of the river, in British hands. He pointed out to Joffre ‘the dangers of leaving to
the large British army the area north of the Somme which constitutes a magnificent
domain bounded by the Somme and with easy access to England … deliver[ing] up
provinces which constitute the only offensive front of the French armies without
ensuring that we will be able to return and use them as the route of an offensive of
liberation which we cannot entrust entirely to our Allies.’59 The frequent complaint
that the British were fighting to the last Frenchman re-surfaced. A French Army
morale report of mid-November stated: ‘The idea that the British owe it to us to
extend their front in order to allow us to shorten ours is spreading.’ On the other
hand, a letter home from a soldier of 69 Infantry Regiment asserted, after seeing the
British at work: ‘I assure you that this mix of British tenacity and French furia was not
unconnected to our success, which is only a beginning.’60
Finally, on 15 December, Foch was sacked from his command of the Northern Army
Group. Even more frustratingly, Haig’s reward was a field marshal’s baton. The
circumstances of Foch’s removal are somewhat mysterious, but it is clear that there
was a campaign of denigration mounted against him and Joffre had not defended him.
Joffre too had lost the confidence of the government and the parliament and he was
promoted to a shadowy powerless position, from which he resigned. Foch was
furious, but he had the sense to bend before the storm and obey orders. He would
not be long in the wilderness.
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